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TYRANNIZING SICILY:
THE DESPOTS WHO CRIED ‘CARTHAGE!’

Jonathan Prag
The subject of the negative and stereotypical portrayal of Carthaginians,
Punics, and Phoenicians1 in the ancient literary tradition is hardly a
new one, although greater attention has been paid to their portrayal
by the Romans than by the Greeks.2 The impact of the ancient literary
tradition upon the modern reception of the same peoples has also been
placed under the spotlight in recent years.3 This chapter focuses on
one particular aspect of this broad field: the (negative) portrayal of the
Carthaginians as barbarians in the western Greek tradition, down to the
time of the Punic Wars. The primary source for this negative portrayal in
the western tradition is the discourse generated by many of the Sicilian
(and especially Syracusan) tyrants. As we shall see, there is no difficulty
in demonstrating the emptiness or falsity of the negative portrayal of
the Carthaginians and western Phoenicians in the Sicilian context, but
1 Terminology: ‘Punic’ is the modern term derived from the Latin poenus, usually, but
not consistently, applied to all the originally Phoenician peoples in the western Mediterranean; ‘Phoenician’, from the Greek phoinix, is used to refer to the eastern Phoenicians
and frequently also to the original Phoenician diaspora in the West prior to approximately the sixth century bc (the century in which Carthage first rose to power in the
West); ‘Carthaginian’ properly only refers to those from the city-state of Carthage itself—
Carthaginians are Punic, but not all those who are Punic (or western Phoenician) are
Carthaginian. For clarity, in modern usage ‘eastern’ and ‘western Phoenician’ are increasingly the preferred terms, with ‘Punic’ best avoided except in the realm of linguistics. Note
that Greek lacks an equivalent to poenus, using phoinix universally, while, vice versa, early
Latin seems to have lacked the distinct term phoenix, using poenus universally. See further
López Castro  ; Prag  –; Aubet  –; Bunnens .
2 Sources for the Classical period collected in Mazza, Ribichini and Xella .
The bibliography on the portrayal of Phoenicians and Carthaginians, especially in the
Roman literary sources, is substantial. For overviews, e.g. Prag  (also on epigraphic
self-representation); Mazza ; Bunnens . Specifically on the Greek tradition,
e.g.: Barceló ; Musti ; Bondì ; Schepens ; Ribichini . Krings
 discusses sources on early Greco-Carthaginian interaction; Whittaker  –
considers the western tradition in relation to Carthaginian imperialism. On the Roman
tradition, e.g.: Camous ; Poinsotte ; Devallet ; Franko ; Bellen 
–; Dubuisson ; Prandi ; Thiel  [].
3 See especially Bonnet and Krings ; Liverani ; Vella ; Bernal  cc.
–.
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that is hardly the point: it is in the very nature of a stereotype that
counter-examples do not disprove its existence, rather they only prove
that it is indeed a stereotype. It is with this in mind that such a study
belongs within the context of a volume on ‘despotism and deceit’: the
prejudice generated against Carthage and the western Phoenicians in the
western Greek literary tradition is, on one view, a work of deceit for the
furtherance of personal power on the part of the Sicilian despots.4
Little, if anything, in the pages that follow has not been commented on
before. Individual elements of the Sicilian tradition, in particular those
surrounding Gelon and  bc, or Dionysius I, have been extensively
discussed. Nonetheless, a diachronic overview (which is all that space
permits) may be of value for several reasons. Firstly, the western Greek
tradition and Carthage’s treatment within it is all too often ignored in
broader studies of Greeks and Barbarians, or Hellenism and identity.5
The tradition may be fragmentary, but the material exists and is well
studied.6 Secondly, treating the various surviving elements of the tradition in isolation tends to encourage a view that they are merely derivative of the eastern Greek (principally Athenian) tradition, and therefore
subordinate to that tradition. It is undeniable that the initial manifes4 The underlying concepts at issue here—racism, (ethnic) prejudice, and stereotypes—have been repeatedly and very fully discussed elsewhere. In general, see Isaac 
c. , esp. the various definitions offered at –: “The major difference between racism
and ethnic and other prejudices is that such prejudices do not deny the possibility of
change at an individual or collective level in principle. In these other forms of prejudice,
the presumed group characteristics are not by definition held to be stable, unalterable,
or imposed from the outside through physical factors: biology, climate, or geography.”
And “[ . . .] both racist attitudes and ethnic prejudice treat a whole nation or other group
as a single individual with a single personality. The varied individuality of the members
of such groups is ignored in both cases, but ethnic prejudice, as distinct from racism,
maintains some flexibility towards the individual.” Furthermore (quoting Ackerman and
Jahoda  –) “In its broad etymological sense, prejudice—prejudgment—is a term
applied to categorical generalizations based on inadequate data and without sufficient
regard for individual differences . . . The stereotype is distinguished from prejudgment
only by a greater degree of rigidity. Prejudgment occurs where facts are not available. But
stereotypy is a process which shows little concern for facts even when they are available.”
On stereotypes, see in particular Hall  –, Brigham , and Bohak 
(emphasizing the variety and individuality of stereotypes for different ethnic groups
beyond basic dichotomies such as Greek / barbarian). On ethnicity e.g. Hall  c. .
5 E.g. almost wholly absent from the specific surveys of the Phoenician image in Isaac
 c.  and Bohak  –; and more general studies such as Mitchell 
(see ), Hall , Coleman  (NB  nn. –). Note, however, Antonaccio ,
Harrison , Malkin , Dench .
6 On the western Greek historiographical tradition see Vattuone  with earlier
bibliography.
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tation of the western tradition seems to develop in clear dialogue with
the concurrently developing ‘eastern’ tradition of the Persian Wars (see
below); but to suggest, as for example Dench has done, that the later
Roman negative portrayal of the Carthaginians was informed (directly?)
by the fifth-century Athenian anti-Persian discourse would seem to collapse the distance of centuries (and seas) and be unnecessarily Athenocentric.7 Precisely because language and ideology can have a life of their
own, I hope that an overview might encourage a sense of the broader
historical context of such discourse.8 Although, by stopping at the Punic
Wars, this study risks perpetuating the common practice of dividing off
Greek from Roman, I shall conclude by suggesting that two themes which
are observed as standard within the Roman tradition, namely the negative portrayal of the Carthaginian enemy and the claim to liberate the
Greeks, are best understood within the pre-existing western (and particularly Sicilian) tradition.9 Thirdly, in a recent study Barceló has argued
that the western tradition lacks a negative portrayal of the Carthaginians,
at least before the time of Timaeus, and that, Timaeus aside, the negative
tradition is entirely written “under the influence of malevolent Roman
propaganda and prejudice.”10 It will be obvious that I wish to revise this
view, but the argument serves also as a useful reminder of the importance
of being clear about what exactly it is that we are looking for.
Barceló is entirely right to insist upon the neutral or positive representation of Carthage as a polis, and indeed an exemplary one, in Aristotle’s Politics (and subsequently, one might add, in authors such as Eratosthenes and Polybius).11 It is indeed possible to catalogue a broad range of
Greco-Carthaginian interactions which clearly undermine the negative
presentation with which the rest of this chapter will be concerned. The
7

Dench  .
Cf. Bohak  : “ethnic stereotypes in Classical literature are pervasive, repetitive, and often remarkably durable.” Dench  : “pre-existing stereotypes commonly
inform the way in which an individual or group is perceived, and, in particular, the kind
of features upon which attention is focused.”
9 For the Sicilian influence, note the brief comments of Hoyos  , and the
succinct contextualization of Theoc.  in Hans  (see further below). Feeney 
– (esp. ) is perhaps the fullest exploration of this theme, although still skipping
from Gelon to Timaeus; Dench  – on similar lines. Malkin  – and
 suggestively links the first Romano-Carthaginian treaty to the participation of Rome
in the Greek thought-world already in the sixth century bc; see also Zevi  (esp. )
for fifth-century interaction.
10 Barceló  .
11 Arist. Pol. b–b; Eratosth. ap. Str. .. (= II C  Berger); Plb. .. Cf.
Asheri  , linking much of this to a third-century Zeitgeist.
8
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Carthaginian general Hamilcar, who led the army at the battle of Himera
in  bc, had, as Herodotus tells us, a Syracusan mother and relations
of xenia with the tyrant of Himera (Hdt. .–); over  years
later, the two Syracusans Epicydes and Hippocrates who led Hieronymus, the last king of Syracuse, astray, are described by Polybius as having served for some time under Hannibal, “having adopted Carthage as
their country, since their grandfather had been exiled because he was
thought to have assassinated Agatharchus, one of the sons of Agathocles” (Plb. ..). There are many examples in between, such as Synalus,
the Carthaginian commander at Heraclea Minoa who assisted Dion, with
whom he had relations of xenia and philia; or Agathocles’ father, Carcinus of Rhegium, who consulted the Delphic oracle through the agency
of Carthaginian envoys.12 At a basic level, we can recall that Philistus of
Acragas wrote a history in Greek from the Carthaginian perspective, or
that Hannibal made a treaty with Philip V of Macedon and took refuge in
the court of Antiochus the Great. From epigraphy we get further glimpses
of a complex world of relationships: the well-known ivory tessera hospitalis from Lilybaeum, of the Hellenistic period, bears witness to the reality of such relations of xenia, recording one instance between Imulch
Inibalos Chloron, son of Himilcho, and one Lyson, son of Diognetos;
more generally, Punic names are relatively common in Sicilian epigraphy.13 Other examples beyond Sicily, such as the Boeotian grant of proxenia to one Nobas(?), son of Axioubas, of Carthage, or the fragmentary
decree from Athens of  bc apparently recording negotiations with
Carthage, show quite regular engagement with Carthage and Carthaginians.14 Greek funerary inscriptions from Motya, or a Carthaginian buried
at Lipara, serve to confirm the occasional glimpses in the literary sources
of a Greek community at Carthage or Motya, or of Phoenicians present in
the other cities of Sicily.15 The point risks being banal, and examples could
be multiplied many times. In contrast to the anti-barbarian, panhellenic
message proclaimed by Dionysius I in  bc, some at least thought

12

Plu. Dion .– (see Sanders   n. –); D.S. ...
IG . (Di Stefano  no.  and fig. ); for Punic onomastics, see De
Simone .
14 Rhodes and Osborne  no. ; Meiggs and Lewis  no. .
15 Birgi necropolis inscriptions: Jeffery  , Griffo  –; note also a
Greek abecedara from Motya, SEG .; Lipara: Bernabó-Brea, Cavalier and Campagna  no.  (if ethnic, not personal name) and cf. no. ; D.S. .., ..,
..
13
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Carthage a preferable overlord.16 Carthage, or the western Phoenicians
in general, presented as the barbarian other, and frequently stereotyped
as such, is very far from the wider historical reality.17
Nevertheless, Carthage and the Carthaginians were negatively portrayed at various historical moments from at least the fifth century bc
and that negative presentation is an important element in western Greek
history. Leaving aside speculation on earlier contexts in which such a
presentation might have developed (such as colonization attempts in
Sicily in the seventh and sixth centuries, or the battle of Alalia c.  bc),
the earliest identifiable thread has its origins in the battle of Himera
in  bc.18 The earliest evidence for any such presentation is to be
found in Pindar’s First Pythian Ode, written to commemorate a chariot victory of Hieron of Syracuse in  /  bc.19 Most obviously, Pindar links the Syracusan victories at Himera (against the “Phoenicians,”
 bc) and Cumae (against the “Tyrsanoi,” Etruscans,  bc) with those
of Salamis and Plataea, praising the action of the ruler of the Syracusans in “rescuing Hellas from oppressive slavery”.20 The general theme is
developed throughout the poem as Pindar weaves a complex parallelism
between Cumae and Himera, their respective geographically proximate
(and recently active) volcanoes of Vesuvius and Etna, the savage and barbarous Tryphon underlying both volcanoes, Zeus who tamed him, and
Hieron founder of Aetna and victor over the barbarians.21 Although the
surviving inscription from Gelon’s dedication at Delphi after the battle of
Himera is more neutral in tone (“Gelon, son of Deinomenes, the Syracusan, made the dedication to Apollo”), the scholiast to Pindar claims that
Simonides composed an epigram to accompany the dedication, which
16

E.g. D.S. .., ...
For Siculo-Carthaginian relations generally see e.g. Bondì , Hans , Anello
. The point is frequently made (e.g. Bondì –, cf. Whittaker ) that
Carthaginian ‘imperialism’ in Sicily lacks a meaningful historical reality much before the
fourth century and is in part a creation of the historiographical tradition.
18 Detailed survey of sources on Alalia and Dorieus in Krings  – (note 
and – on the absence of such a presentation in the case of the Alalia). On Himera
and its central role in such development, Krings  –.
19 Commonly dated to  bc, although , the year of the battle of Cumae, cannot
be ruled out; for a detailed summary of the problem of Pythian dating see Finglass 
– (favours ) and Currie  – (neutral).
20 Pi. P. .–. On the broader theme of liberation, which in Sicily subsequently
(s onwards) becomes focused around the tyrants themselves, see e.g. Raaflaub 
(esp. ), Ostwald .
21 See esp. Carey  – for elucidation of these themes and arguing, inter alia,
that Pi. P. .– also alludes to both the battles of Himera and Cumae.
17
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described it as “a tithe of the tithe of the booty they had of their victory
over the barbarian ethnê, when they gave a great army to fight beside
the Hellenes for freedom”; nothing further can be gleaned from Pausanias’ mention of a second dedication at Olympia.22 As Meiggs and Lewis
observed:
In the event, even if not in intention, [the dedication at Delphi—and at
Olympia] formed a pendent to the golden tripod dedicated by the Spartans
and their allies for their victory over the Persians, and Gelo [ . . . ] asserted
that his victory over Carthage was as important to Apollo and to Greece
as that victory.23

One might also compare Bacchylides’ Third Epinician Ode in praise
of Hieron ( bc), which draws an analogy between Hieron’s dedications at Delphi (“finely wrought tripods that flank the Delphic temple’s
entrance”—i.e. the tripods erected by Gelon after Himera and Hieron
after Cumae) and Croesus’ generosity to Pythian Apollo, while describing Hieron as appointed by Zeus to rule over many Hellenes, and Croesus
as preserved by Zeus after being conquered by the savage Persians.24
Gelon also seems to have erected temples to Athena at both Himera
and Syracuse after the battle of Himera, as part of his commemoration of the victory.25 However, the Simonides epigram and the general
action of dedication at Delphi aside, there is little direct evidence to
suggest that Gelon himself constructed his success as an explicit victory for Hellenes against the barbarian, as opposed to a more general
programme of self-legitimation through military victory. On the other
hand, that his successor Hieron did so, not least in the wake of the
battle of Cumae against the Etruscans in  bc, seems much more
likely.26 In addition to the victory odes that he commissioned, Hieron
had Aeschylus’ Persae performed at Aetna in  bc.27 The presenta22 Syll3. a = Meiggs and Lewis  no. ; Schol. ad Pi. P. ., cf. AP . (see
Page  – no.  (sceptical); detailed discussion in Molyneux  –; for
Simonides and Hieron see Molyneux  – and Podlecki ); Paus. ...
23 Meiggs and Lewis  . The attested dedications by Gelon and Hieron at Delphi
and Olympia are collected in Syll3. –.
24 B. .– for the tripods. The dedications of Gelon and Hieron at Delphi are
likewise linked with those of Gyges and Croesus in Athenaeus’ report of Theopompus
on Hieron’s dedication (FGrH  F = Ath. .e–b).
25 Gras ; van Compernolle  –,  –, – (with the possibility
of a third commemorative temple at Gela); Luraghi  –.
26 Luraghi  –.
27 TGF III T a (Eratosth. fr.  [Strecker]) and T .–,  (Aesch. vita –, );
Herington  (with all relevant texts); Guardì  – (non vidi).
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tion by Hieron of Gelon’s victory against Carthage at Himera as a battle for Hellas against the barbarians (the association of Himera / Gelon
and Cumae / Hieron was made visible at Delphi through the adjacent
tripods) serves an obvious function in legitimizing Hieron not only as
successor to Gelon but also as defender of the Sikeliotes specifically and
the Hellenes in general against the barbarian through his own victory
at Cumae. Diodorus captures the value of Gelon’s victory for his successors, even if not explicitly their own exploitation of it, when he observes
that “so strong was the goodwill which the citizens felt for him (Gelon)
that the kingship was maintained for three members of his house” (D.S.
..).
Such a presentation of their victories by the Syracusan tyrants (which
is to be placed alongside their more general self-presentation as Hellenes
at Delphi and Olympia28) provides the background for the subsequent
appearance of the even more explicit (and inventive?) claims that first
appear in the surviving sources in the account of Herodotus. In favour of
the view that Gelon himself may have been the first to promote his actions
against Carthage in this light is the speech attributed to him by Herodotus
in which he accuses the mainland Greeks of failing to support him
previously in his avenging of the failed Spartan colonist Dorieus, or in
his war to liberate emporia in Sicily from the “barbarians” (Hdt. ..–
). However, the only other source to mention this earlier episode is the
very confused, and much later, account of Justin, and the claim cannot
be linked to any known event in the earlier part of Gelon’s rule.29 One
other element that is attributed to Gelon, and which can be traced back
as far as Theophrastus (reported in the scholiast to Pindar, repeated
by Plutarch, and attributed instead to Darius by Justin and to Hadrian
by Porphyry) is the story that, as part of the peace settlement after
Himera, Gelon ordered the Carthaginians to cease human sacrifice.30
Here we perhaps see the first signs of a portrayal of the Carthaginians
that goes beyond the basic ‘othering’ of the term barbarian, more than
28

For which see, e.g., Harrell , Antonaccio  .
Iust. ..–. Positive analysis in Franco  – with bibliography; a more
sceptical view in Luraghi  –; see esp. Gras  on the likely significance of
emporia.
30 Theophr. ap. Schol. Pi. P. . (= Fortenbaugh and others  vol.  no. : “At
least Theophrastus in his (work) On Etruscans says that on Gelon’s order they stopped
performing human sacrifice”; the work On Etruscans is not otherwise known, Podlecki
  n. ); Plu. Moralia A, A; cf. Iust. .., Porph. Abst. ... The
tradition could go back, e.g., to Philistus (Zahrnt  ). Mafodda   discusses
it within the context of a possible religious policy of Gelon.
29
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merely an external foe, an enemy which can be presented as morally
inferior.31
Herodotus’ famous account of the appeal by the Hellenes to Gelon for
help against Xerxes has been much discussed.32 The variations within
the account that prompted Herodotus to seek out a Sicilian version
relate only to Gelon’s justification for not helping the mainland Greeks;
Herodotus is in no doubt it seems about the competitive claims to being
the best of the Hellenes that were in circulation.33 For the purposes of
this discussion, the interest lies not in the question of whether any particular version has any ‘truth’ to it—the point is rather that such claims
and counter-claims were already in circulation at the latest within a generation of the events. The notorious synchronism of Himera and Salamis
is explicitly attributed by Herodotus to the Sicilian version.34 As Asheri
has emphasized, the point of a synchronism lies in its potential metahistorical message, not in the mere fact of the synchronism. Indeed, that
point was made by Aristotle himself, when he denied the significance
of this particular synchronism—although, interestingly, he appears to
have accepted the basic fact of the synchronism (Arist. Poet. a–
). The synchronism of Himera with any of the major battles against
Xerxes (in later versions Himera was also compared to Plataea and synchronized with Thermopylae) serves precisely the function of promoting
the action of the Sicilian tyrants against the barbarian Carthaginians to
the same level as that of the Athenians or Spartans against the barbarian Persians (just like Hieron’s staging of Aeschylus’ Persae).35 In similar
vein, parallels are apparent already in the Herodotean account between
the Carthaginian force and Xerxes’ expedition; by the time of Ephorus’
version, the Carthaginian expedition was explicitly co-ordinated with the

31

Brown  surveys the literary, epigraphic, and archaeological sources for this
difficult subject, although she misses the Theophrastus text just quoted (cf.  –);
recent overview in Xella  – and esp. the articles by Bonnet and Quinn (both
forthcoming). For the posture of prohibition cf. Julius Caesar’s treatment of the western
Phoenician inhabitants of Gades in the first century bc (Cic. Balb. ) and see generally
Grottanelli .
32 Besides Gauthier  (with earlier bibliography), see, e.g. Brunt  []; Lo
Cascio –; Asheri –; Luraghi ; Mafodda ; Krings  –
.
33 Sicilian version: Hdt. .–; competitive Hellenism: ..–.
34 Hdt. .., on which see esp. Gauthier , Asheri – –, Feeney
 –; cf. Harrell .
35 Ephor. ap. Schol. ad Pi. P. .b (= FGrH  F); D.S. .–; cf. Plb. ..b
on Timaeus’ account (= FGrH  F).
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Persian invasion, with an embassy sent by Xerxes and the Phoenicians
to Carthage to match that of the Hellenes to Gelon; and in Diodorus’
version, whether derived from Ephorus, Timaeus, or elsewhere, both of
these aspects are expanded further.36 Ephorus’ version even goes so far
as to claim that in defeating the Carthaginians the Syracusan tyrant freed
not merely the Sikeliotes, but all the Hellenes (and the close parallel with
Pindar’s “freeing Hellas” is what prompted the scholiast’s report of it in
the first place).37
It should be made clear that few of these texts except the latest versions (principally in Diodorus) describe any of this in language that
is more negative than the classic dichotomies of barbarians and Hellenes, freedom and slavery. The only real move towards a more strongly
negative presentation lies in the report already mentioned of the treaty
clause post-Himera outlawing human sacrifice; but since that last element can be traced back to Theophrastus and the end of the fourth century at the latest it is very definitely pre-Roman, and almost certainly preTimaean.38 Nonetheless, it appears undeniable that the struggle of  bc
against the Carthaginians on the part of Gelon and the Syracusans was
being actively presented as defending the freedom of the Hellenes from
the barbarian before a decade had passed. Polybius’ strictures on Timaeus
notwithstanding, it is also apparent that a more fully developed version of
this had currency already in Herodotus’ day, and had developed even further by Ephorus’ time.39 The original exponent of that claim must surely
have been Hieron, if not Gelon himself.
Whether Gelon or Hieron is the source, it is clear that an appeal to the
model of Gelon, specifically as conqueror of the barbarian Carthaginians,
became a key part of the appeal of many of the later tyrants in Sicily.40 The
fact that much of this tradition survives only in the later Diodorus should
not be considered a serious obstacle—it can hardly be an invention of
36

See e.g. Brown  for discussion of Diodorus’ version and his sources; Vattuone
 – on the expansion by Ephorus and Timaeus.
37 FGrH  F : “[Gelon] having fought freed not only the Sikeliotai, but all Hellas.”
On Pindar’s line (P. .b), the scholiast further observes “Some understand Hellas as
Sicily, some as Attica.”
38 The Pindar scholiast reports different elements of the same treaty from each of
Theophrastus and Timaeus (FGrH  F).
39 Plb. .b.: “Timaeus, in commenting on all this, is so long-winded and so
obviously anxious to manifest that Sicily was more important than all the rest of Greece
[. . .].”
40 See the general observations on continuity in Sicilian tyranny in Lewis , esp.
.
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Diodorus himself, and there are occasional glimpses of the use of Gelon
in earlier sources.41 Diodorus records that Dionysius I’s appointment
as stratêgos autokrator against the Carthaginians in  bc was justified
on the model of Gelon at Himera;42 perhaps more tellingly, the antiDionysius speech attributed to the Syracusan Theodorus in  bc by
Diodorus (D.S. .–) includes an extended rejection of the parallel:
Surely no one would think of comparing Dionysius with Gelon of old. For
Gelon, by reason of his own high character, together with the Syracusans
and the rest of the Sicilian Greeks, set free the whole of Sicily, whereas this
man, who found the cities free, has delivered all the rest of them over to
the lordship of the enemy and has himself enslaved his native state [ . . . ].

The negative surely implies the existence of the positive, a point to
which we shall return, and the argument employed revolves around
the appropriation of the claim to liberation, turning it upon the tyrant
himself, rather than allowing its use by the tyrant against an external
enemy.43 Plutarch has Dion rebuke Dionysius I for ridiculing Gelon (Plu.
Dion .–). [Plato]’s Seventh Epistle echoes both of these (or rather,
as a source, precedes them), observing that: “it would be an easy task
to enslave the Carthaginians far more than they had been enslaved in
the time of Gelon, whereas now, on the contrary, his father [Dionysius I]
had contracted to pay tribute to the barbarians.”44 When Timoleon had
not only ejected tyrants from Sicily but also won a victory over the
Carthaginians at the Crimisus, according to Plutarch, “It was at this time,
they say, that the statue of Gelon, their ancient tyrant, was preserved
by the Syracusans, although they condemned the rest, because they
admired and honoured him for the victory which he had won over the
Carthaginians at Himera.”45 Diodorus claims that Timoleon urged on
41

Detailed consideration of Timaeus’ portrayal of Gelon in Vattuone  –.
D.S. ..–.; cf. Pl. Ep. .a–b on his appointment for the safeguarding of
Sicily. For the use of Gelon by Dionysius I, Bearzot .
43 For the speech of Theodorus, note the comments of Vattuone  –, –
 and Sanders  – esp. –; for a different reading of this passage, see
Barceló  . Raaflaub  on the development of liberation ideology in the Greek
world.
44 Ep. .a; cf. .d (“[. . .] those who crave to win back that tyranny—the men
whose ancestors in those days performed the mightiest deed in saving the Greeks from
the barbarians”). .a suggests that Dion would have made Sicily free from barbarians
more easily than did Hieron I. On Epistles  and , and their apparent context of apologetic
for a previously pro-Carthage Dion, see Sanders .
45 Plu. Tim. .; cf. Sordi   n.  on parallel implications in contemporary
coinage.
42
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his troops at the Crimisus with the example of Gelon—a speech which
Polybius condemns in Timaeus, but which at least takes us back to the
early third century and a Sicilian author.46 It has been very plausibly
argued by Coarelli that the  imagines Siciliae regum ac tyrannorum
recorded by Cicero in the Temple of Athena at Syracuse constituted a
deliberate attempt on the part of Agathocles to construct himself as the
culmination of a line of anti-barbarian leaders of Sicily, beginning with
perhaps Gelon himself.47 Hieron II chose the name Gelon for his son,
probably not long after  bc, as part of a deliberate self-fashioning.48
Naturally, other routes to self-legitimation were available, and the
Sicilian tyrants could appeal to other things, justify war on other grounds.
Even in the case of war with Carthage, wealth alone stands as a perfectly
acceptable motive, with no need for the language of barbarians at the gate.
Thucydides is in any case more interested in conflict between Greeks than
with external enemies and in his account, when Alcibiades suggests to
the Athenians the conquest of Carthage after Sicily, it is quite simply on
grounds of wealth and honour; his fellow generals subsequently appealed
to Carthage for aid against Syracuse—a move contemplated also by the
Syracusans themselves.49 But the claim of barbarism was made by many.
Much the most obvious example of the appeal to what we might class
as ethnic prejudice revolves around Dionysius I’s seizure of power, and
in particular the campaign he waged in  /  bc, beginning with a
‘Sicilian vespers’ against the Carthaginians resident in Syracuse and elsewhere on the island, and concluding with the sacking of the Phoenician
settlement of Motya and the crucifixion of their Greek supporters.50 It
is of course true that the lurid account which we possess of these events
is to be found in the rather later work of Diodorus, although this itself
undoubtedly owes much to Timaeus.51 In his account of the Carthaginian
46

D.S. ..; Plb. .a (= FGrH  Fb); Vattuone  –.
Cic. Ver. . with Coarelli  esp. .
48 Iust. .. (from Timaeus? see De Sensi Sestito  ) records the tradition that
Hieron II claimed descent from the Deinomenids; De Sensi Sestito   ( n. 
for the birth of Gelon between c. and c. bc); Domínguez Monedero  –.
49 Th. .., . (Alcibiades) and .., .. (appeals to Carthage); see Harrison
 on the Thucydidean construction of identity in the Sicilian expedition, suggesting
parallels with the war against Persia (likewise Antonaccio   n.  on Th. .–).
50 Principally D.S. .–; see e.g. Sordi  –.
51 On the Dionysian tradition in general see e.g. Sanders , Sordi  –. For
a sophisticated and wide-ranging discussion of Diodorus’ account of this and associated
episodes between  and  bc, focused on issues of representation rather than source
criticism, see Cusumano forthcoming.
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sack of Gela, Diodorus cannot resist Timaeus’ rather far-fetched synchronizing claim that a colossal bronze of Apollo was liberated from Tyre by
Alexander the Great (in  bc) on the same day, and at the same hour, as
it had originally been seized by the Carthaginians from Gela in  bc.
Such a synchronism of course implies parallels between the liberating
and avenging actions of Alexander against the barbarians in the East and
those campaigning in the West.52 But, [Plato]’s Epistles aside, we are not
dependent upon Diodorus alone for the Dionysian position.53
In  bc the Syracusan-born orator Lysias openly attacked Dionysius I in his Olympic Oration, drawing a direct parallel between Artaxerxes II and Dionysius I for those engaged in the Panhellenic struggle
against the barbarian.54 Since the speech was made at Olympia, when
Dionysius was himself present at the games precisely to promote himself
and his actions as a Hellene, like his Deinomenid predecessors, Lysias’
speech must have gained much of its force from the fact that it subverted
Dionysius’ own claims. Only  years later, as the political pendulum
swung the other way, another Athenian orator, Isocrates, could appeal to
Dionysius to take up the mantle of Panhellenic defender.55 The strikingly
similar Olympic episode in Plutarch involving Themistocles and Hieron
a century earlier is usually seen as a doublet fashioned upon the LysiasDionysius episode, itself reflecting further the use of the Deinomenids on
the part of Dionysius already referred to above.56 The progress throughout Dionysius’ career of such inversion (unsurprisingly, the majority of
what comes down to us is the anti-Dionysian tradition) is set out explic52 D.S. ..– (= FGrH  F), cf. Curt. .. wrongly attributing the statue
to Syracuse; also Plut. Alex. .– and D.S. .., . for the statue but without the
Sicilian connection. On this synchronism see Asheri  – (esp. ), Vattuone 
, Feeney  –. Arr. Anab. .., D.S. .., Iust. ..–, Curt. ..–
 and .. all offer elements of a different parallelism, involving Carthaginian envoys at
Tyre, possible offers of help, and the sending of Tyrian refugees to Carthage. Interestingly
it was the Carthaginians in Sicily who adopted the famous Alexander / Heracles coin-type
late in the fourth century (Jenkins  –).
53 Besides the passages noted previously, see e.g. Pl. Ep. .a and e for a notorious
statement of the potential barbarization of Sicily (for the broader western context of
which e.g. Fraschetti , Asheri , Dench ; cf. Vattuone  – for
related considerations in the Sicilian tradition).
54 Especially Lys. ., with D.S. ..
55 Isoc. Ep.  (ad Dion.), esp. –: “But since I am preparing to offer advice about the
security of all Greeks, to whom would I more justly speak than to the one who is the
foremost of our race and who has the greatest power? [. . .] now, when our city would
gladly offer itself to you as an ally if you would act on Greece’s behalf?” (trans. Papillon).
56 Plu. Them. . (attributed to Theophrastus by Plutarch); on all this see Coppola
 –; contrast Barceló   and Sanders  –.
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itly in Diodorus, not least in the speech of Theodorus, noted above. Such
a process is commonly identified as being behind the tale of the Himeran
woman’s dream of Dionysius as the alastôr, the vengeful spirit, of Sicily
and Italy, chained to the throne of Zeus. First alluded to by Aeschines—
who claims that Demosthenes had likened him (negatively) to Dionysius and so recounts the dream—the most natural interpretation is that
the tale’s origins lie in positive claims by Dionysius to be the alastôr of
Carthage, on behalf of Sicily, a claim subsequently turned against him—
as for example by Timaeus, whose version is recounted by the scholiast to
Aeschines.57 The historical context is not difficult to imagine: already by
the s bc the Italian Greeks had first formed their own league to resist
Dionysius, and then themselves allied with the Carthaginians against
him.58
The theme of the divine alastôr for Sicily appears to be revived with
Timoleon, whose supporters, according to Plutarch, “anticipated that
men would revere and protect Timoleon, looking upon him as a sacred
personage, and one who had come, under divine guidance, to avenge
the wrongs of Sicily” (Plu. Tim. .). In the case of Timoleon, in the
aftermath no doubt of Plato, Dion, and Dionysius II, the rhetoric is
principally that of freeing Sicily from tyrants, rather than barbarians;
but with the Battle of the Crimisus (c. /  bc), if not before, the
prior claim of liberation from the barbarian resurfaces.59 The surviving
epigraphic dedication from Corinth merely records spoils “from the
enemies”, but Plutarch claims Corinth was:
. . . decked with barbarian spoils (barbarika skula), which set forth in fairest
inscriptions the justice as well as the valour of the victors, declaring that
Corinthians and Timoleon their general set the Greeks dwelling in Sicily
free from Carthaginians, and thus dedicated thank-offerings to the gods.60

A fragmentary stone from Delphi may record a dedication of spoils to
Apollo from the Carthaginians, which would be in line with the practice
of earlier Sicilian victors over Carthage.61 Both Plutarch and Diodorus
57 Aeschin. .; Schol. ad Aeschin. . (= FGrH  F); V. Max. . ext. . See
Vattuone  – with earlier bibliography; Lewis  .
58 Italiotes and Carthaginians against Dionysius: D.S. .., .; Coppola 
and Sanders  on the complexities of the pro- and anti-barbarian positions entailed
by Dionysius’ activities in southern Italy and the Adriatic; cf. McKechnie  –.
59 See e.g. Sordi  –, –, who draws connections with the contemporary
panhellenic rhetoric against Persia, to be taken up by the Macedonian court.
60 Rhodes and Osborne  no. ; Plu. Tim. ..
61 Talbert  –.
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record the decree of the Syracusans at Timoleon’s death, honouring him
“because he overthrew the tyrants, subdued the barbarians, repeopled the
devastated cities and restored the laws to the Sikeliotai” (or in Diodorus’
very similar version, “became the author of freedom for the Sikeliotai”).62
Both get us onto safer ground perhaps than the speech of Timoleon,
attributed to Timaeus by Polybius, mocking Carthaginian underwear.
This probably tells us more about Timaeus (and Polybius), but it also
reflects the more extreme versions and embellishments that such a tradition of course attracts, once one descends below the level of Panhellenic
oratory, and the sort of prejudice and stereotyping which any discourse
of this sort employs.63 As Plutarch puts it, Timoleon was “the only one to
succeed in those achievements to which the sophists in their speeches at
the national assemblies were ever exhorting the Greeks.”64
There are some grounds for thinking that the idea of the alastôr of
Carthage, defending Sicily, was also employed by Agathocles and subsequently inverted against him (by his principal detractor in the tradition,
Timaeus).65 It is probably due to Timaeus that the surviving accounts of
Agathocles, even of his campaigns in north Africa, are strikingly lacking in the language of claims to liberation from the barbarian, even while
repeating the associated negative stereotypes en passant, such as the occasion when Carthaginian ships cruelly treated the crews of a pair of Athenian merchantmen captured in Syracuse harbour.66 It is perhaps relevant that the most famous description of the practice of child sacrifice at
Carthage relates to the resumption of the practice at the time of Agathocles’ invasion of North Africa; the strongly negative emphasis upon the
practice from within the Western Greek tradition, as seemingly in  bc,
is perhaps to be linked with Greek propaganda of the time.67 The language associated with the overthrow of tyrants had doubtless become
even more dominant in the wake of Timoleon, quite apart from Timaeus’
obvious hostility to Agathocles. The clearest claim to liberation from the
62

Plu. Tim. .; D.S. ...
Plb. .a (= FGrH  Fb); Vattuone  –; Sordi   on the
anandria of the barbarians.
64 Plu. Tim. .; cf. Isoc. Ep. , cited above.
65 So Lewis  –, with reference to D.S. ..; in detail Vattuone  –
 and c.  passim.
66 D.S. ..– (although see e.g. Vattuone  –, – on the relevance
of the Agathoklea of Duris of Samos (FGrH  F–) for this part of Diodorus);
Consolo Langher  – for the view that “Probabilmente . . . Timeo sosteneva la
irrilevanza dei meriti antipunici di Agatocle.”
67 D.S. .. For discussion, see Quinn forthcoming.
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barbarian in this period comes from the city of Acragas, which attempted
under Xenodicus to seize power in Sicily during Agathocles’ absence, in
 bc: as reported by Diodorus, they believed that other cities “would
gladly answer the summons through hatred for the barbarians”.68 If, in
this case, the claim was not being put about by a tyrant, nonetheless, it
strongly suggests the very active currency of the discourse within late
fourth-century Sicily. In the case of Agathocles, it is only in the context of
competing on the ‘world’ stage that the language of panhellenic achievements appears, specifically in Agathocles’ rivalry with the Macedonians
and the other diadochoi. The most obvious parallels for the series of paintings depicting Agathocles in a cavalry battle, on the walls of the Temple of
Athena in Syracuse, are those showing Alexander and his generals in such
a setting; it is but a short step from that parallelism to the inference that
Agathocles presented his campaigns in North Africa against Carthage in
the by-now familiar language of Greeks against barbarians, echoing the
eastward-looking panhellenic tradition.69
The twin themes of liberation from tyrants and eviction of the Carthaginians reappear in the appeals to Pyrrhus which our sources attribute
to the Sicilians—interestingly to the Sicilians rather than Pyrrhus himself
and the appeal itself, in our surviving sources, is never rendered directly
in the language of the barbarian threat or the defence of the Hellenes
(even if frequently recounted in just these terms in modern accounts). On
the other hand, Plutarch’s subsequent account of events makes repeated
reference to the barbarians, in the storming of Eryx, with reference to
the Mamertines of Messana (see below), and in the demand made by
Pyrrhus that the Carthaginians abandon Sicily, making “the Libyan Sea a
boundary between themselves and the Hellenes”.70 However likely such
an appeal may seem, not least in the light of the evidence cited so far
for his predecessors, Pyrrhus’ relevance here is perhaps more as another
68

D.S. ., ..–.
D.S. ..: “[ . . . ] the Sikeliotes wished not only to be regarded as victors over the
Carthaginians and the barbarians of Italy, but also to show themselves in the Greek arena
as more than a match for the Macedonians, whose spears had subjugated both Asia and
Europe.” (cf. Consolo Langher  –). Coarelli  (esp. –) on Cic. Ver.
. and the Syracusan paintings.
70 Plu. Pyrrh. – (at .– Pyrrhus’ attitude to Sicily and N. Africa is strikingly
reminiscent of Thucydides’ Alcibiades (see above)); Iust. ..–; ..–..;
D.H. .; Zonar. .; Paus. ..–.. Consolo Langher   notes Syracusan
appeals to Pyrrhus as another Agathocles (D.S. ..), and similar echoes in the case
of Hieron II. Zambon   (cf. , ) takes this to be “[ . . .] another episode of the
never-ending fight between the Greeks of Sicily and the punic barbaroi.”
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example of the east-west parallelism observed earlier. Such parallels
increase in the wake of Alexander the Great, and not only in the case of
Agathocles, but with comparisons implied between Alexander and those
campaigning westwards such as Alexander the Molossian, Cleonymus of
Sparta, and Pyrrhus himself, albeit principally in relation to the defence
of Tarentum, rather than Sicily.71
Last, but not least, is the figure of Hieron II. Hieron seems to have come
to power on the back of his participation in Pyrrhus’ campaign in Sicily,
and it may partly have been with that in mind that Theocritus composed
Idyll , probably in  /  bc, in a bid for Hieronian patronage.72 The
Idyll (.–) confronts the theme head on:
Even now beneath the setting sun the Phoenicians that dwell in the outmost skirts of Libya tremble for fear; even now Syracusans grip their spears
by the middle and charge their arms with shields of wicker, while Hieron,
in their midst, girds himself like the heroes of old with crest of horsehair
shadowing his helm.
(trans. Gow)

Furthermore, the poet encourages associations with Hieron’s Deinomenid predecessors through strong reminiscences of Pindar, and in
particular Pythian .73 Theocritus may have misjudged, in the sense
that Hieronian patronage was not forthcoming and Hieron did not in
the end lead a campaign against the Carthaginians. But his choice of
motif was clearly a very well-established one and, as we shall see in a
moment, Hieron made considerable use of it, albeit with a slight shift in
focus. Hieron’s self-promotion as a Hellene should not itself be in doubt,
whether through the dedications at Olympia and Delphi by his family
and by communities under his rule (echoing the activity of his predecessors), or his very active euergetism towards Rhodes after the earthquake of  bc, or his activities within his own kingdom. In particular, the dedication of his own arms at the sanctuary of Athena Lindia
on Rhodes invites comparison both with his presumed Sicilian ancestor Deinomenes, and above all with Alexander the Great and Pyrrhus.74
71 For the theme of the barbarization of Magna Graecia in the fourth and third centuries, see above; Nenci  – (cf. Santagati Ruggeri  –) for observations
on the relationship of Alexander’s ‘last plans’ (cf. D.S. ..–) to the actions of Pyrrhus
and others. Alexander of Epirus, Iust. ..–; Cleonymus, D.S. .–.
72 On Hieron’s early career and likely link to Pyrrhus see Iust. .. (cf. Zonar. .,
Plb. ..); Gow  : ; De Sensi Sestito  –. On Id.  see esp. Hans .
73 Hunter  –.
74 See Portale , Campagna , and Domínguez Monedero . Dedications
at Olympia / Delphi: Paus. ..– (confused on other aspects), ..; Moretti, ISE I
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Polybius emphasizes his positive treatment of, and reception by, the Hellenes (Plb. ..).
In the event, it was Hieron’s campaign against the Campanian Mamertines of Messana in the early s that was, at least in Polybius’ version,
constructed as an attempt to drive the barbarians out of Sicily (compare
Plutarch on Pyrrhus and the barbarous Mamertines, above). The flexibility of the discourse is laid bare with Hieron’s subsequent decision in
 bc to ally with Carthage in order to drive the barbarian Mamertines
(now aided by Rome) out of Sicily.75 It is unsurprising that, having been
portrayed by Hieron as the barbarian invader, the Mamertines appealed
for aid to both the old (Carthage) and the new (Rome) foreign powers in
the vicinity, their fellow ‘barbarians’. Famously, the appeal to Rome was
made partly on the grounds of homophylia, which must be a shared Italic
identity.76 By accepting the appeal, the Romans allowed themselves to be
placed squarely in the role of the barbarian invader of Greek Sicily, confronted by Hieron II and in due course the Carthaginians.77 With this
shift of focus we come to the final part of this survey, in which I shall
briefly consider the adoption of this discourse by the Roman invaders,
within the Sicilian context.
Since the (unsuccessful) attempt by Ernst Badian to argue that the
ciuitas libera was born during Rome’s campaigns in Sicily in the First
Punic War, it has become very much the accepted view that Rome’s
use both of the status of ‘free city’ and of the ideological appeal to the
‘freedom of the Greeks’ belongs firmly in the context of the war against
Macedon in the s bc. I certainly do not wish to argue that Rome
developed the category of the ciuitas libera in third-century Sicily in
the form in which it is found in second- and first-century Greece and

(), no. ; Portale  –, –. Rhodes: Plb. .. For the dedication to
Athena Lindia, see Chron. Lind. (Blinkenberg  –; translation in Higbie )
C. – (Deinomenes), – (Alexander), – (Pyrrhus), – (Hieron)
with Portale  –.
75 Plb. ..–, ..; cf. D.S. .. On the Mamertines see Tagliamonte  –
, Crawford . On the events, e.g. Hoyos  –, –. Construction of the
Campanians in Sicily as barbarians probably goes back to their arrival in the late fifth
century bc (plenty of examples in Tagliamonte  –); note esp. D.S. . for
a Carthaginian expressing the idea of the Greeks being hostile to Carthaginians and
Campanians alike as non-Greeks, and see the discussion of Cusumano forthcoming at
nn. –.
76 Plb. ... See now Russo forthcoming.
77 So e.g. Tagliamonte   with n. .
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elsewhere.78 But I do think that the potential employment by Rome of
the ideological claim to free Greeks from the barbarian in the context of
a war with the Carthaginians for control of Sicily in the mid-third century bc has been seriously undervalued.79 From the moment in  bc
that Hieron II withdrew his opposition to Rome, and the conflict in Sicily
became a struggle between Rome and Carthage, a crucial part of the
Roman strategy, as in almost every attempt to win control in Sicily since
the fifth century, involved trying to win over Sicilian, i.e. ‘Greek’, cities for
the campaign against the Carthaginians.80
If the ‘barbarian’ Mamertines sought help from fellow Italians, subsequently at least two Sicilian communities appealed to putative kinship
with Rome. Centuripae and Segesta both went over to Rome in the initial phase of the war ( /  bc), and by the time of Cicero were two of
only five cities in Sicily with special immunity from taxation (alongside
three others with treaties of alliance).81 We know from Cicero and other
sources that Segesta, an Elymian city, appealed to Rome on the grounds
of shared Trojan kinship. Cicero’s evidence may be the earliest surviving attestation for this overture to Rome ( bc), but Zonaras (after Dio)
associates Segesta’s kinship appeal explicitly with the switch of allegiance
in  /  bc and Segesta had already made claims of Trojan descent from
at least as early as the fifth century bc in dialogue with Athens (Thuc.
..).82 It should no longer need to be argued that Roman association
with the Trojan legend was well established by the third century bc.83
78

Badian  –; for more recent views on Sicily see esp. Ferrary  – and
Pinzone ; for the ciuitas libera more generally, see esp. Ferrary  and .
79 For instance, Ferrary   argues that Rome could not be sensible to the potential
of such propaganda claims at this date.
80 Eckstein  – for one detailed analysis of  bc; for Hieron’s transfer of
allegiance, compare Eckstein  – and De Sensi  –. Hoyos  –
 offers an attractive picture of escalation from a limited conflict in  bc principally
directed against Syracuse to a war with Carthage for control of Sicily (cf. De Sanctis 
–).
81 Segesta: Cic. Ver. ., ., .; Zonar. .; cf. D.S. .; Battistoni  –,
– and forthcoming. Centuripae: Cic. Ver. . (cf. ., D.S. .); AE . /
SEG . with Manganaro  and  (and cf. SEG . with Battistoni ).
Later status, Cic. Ver. ..
82 Zevi  esp. – on Segesta and Athens in the fifth century (with bibliography).
83 Note esp. Gabba  – on the third-century exploitation of the theme
(highlighting the Sicilian elements at ); Zevi  – for bibliography on Troy
and Rome, also Erskine ; Martorana – esp. – for Trojan nostoi in
Sicily; cf. Schettino  on Pyrrhus, and Coarelli  arguing for the early exploitation
of kinship in the case of Saguntum in Spain.
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Centuripae, a Sikel city, seems rather to have based its appeal on kinship
between Latins and Sikels, links which almost certainly had a much earlier foundation than the third century.84 If Rome was open to the label of
barbarian, it was no less open to integration within the Hellenic world,
and it is hard to imagine a more plausible moment in Romano-Segestan,
or Romano-Centuripaean, relations when this appeal might have been
made.85
The idea that the Romans can move from being barbarian Italians
supporting barbarian Campanians to pro-Hellenic Trojans supporting
the ‘Greek’ Sicilians against barbarian Carthage within a matter of a year
or two should not be hard to accept—that is in the very nature of such
claim and counter-claim. The later discourse of barbarian or pro-Hellenic
Rome is very familiar.86 Fabius Pictor’s Greek history of Rome is direct
testimony to the efforts to develop a positive presentation of Rome for
a Hellenic audience: “He was trying, no doubt, to redress the balance
against the pro-Carthaginian historians from Sicily and Magna Graecia,
in an unprecedented attempt to influence Greek opinion.”87 Rawson’s
assessment requires some qualification, lest we fall victim once again to
the bias of the later Romano-centric tradition. In the light of what has
been traced above, and the situation in the mid-/later third century bc,
it cannot be right to place all the emphasis and contrast upon ‘proCarthaginian’ historians of the West; it is the pro-Greek, pro-Syracusan
historians, no less anti-Carthaginian than they could be anti-Roman,
who were surely the target of Fabius and others in this period, at least
as much as any presumed pro-Carthaginians. We know that the Greeks
portrayed the Romans as barbarians (see below). Furthermore, we know
that the Sicilians themselves were reading Fabius, from the record of his
work’s presence in a Hellenistic library in Taormina.88 The context for the

84

Zevi , esp. – arguing for a third-century bc renewal of the link, –
,  for Sikel and Latin kinship at least as early as Antiochus of Syracuse and the fifth
century, and – for Rome and the Sikels in the late s bc. Briquel  esp. 
for the suggestion that it was at this moment (c.  bc) that the Sikel connection was
incorporated into the Aeneas legend.
85 Eckstein  – is unnecessarily sceptical; contrast e.g. De Sanctis 
 n. . Kienast  – considers Sicilian kinship claims in a First Punic War
context.
86 See e.g. Erskine  and Champion  on the discourse of barbarian Rome
within Polybius.
87 Rawson  ; cf. Dillery  esp. –, –, –.
88 Battistoni  with earlier bibliography.
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Roman adoption of the portrayal of the Carthaginian as the barbarian
(the Romans had, after all, had good relations with the Carthaginians in
earlier times) must be the need to persuade the Greek audience of Rome’s
claim to be a (non-barbarian) liberator of Greek cities such as Syracuse
from the Carthaginian barbarian; with Syracuse now as their principal
ally, the Romans could have had no better teacher. All of this becomes
still more comprehensible if we can see that such a discourse has a very
long and active history over the preceding centuries within Sicily itself.
It would be naïve to deny Roman knowledge and awareness of the Sicilians and Sicilian history: Campanians had been serving as mercenaries in
Sicily since the fifth century and Italians had been going to the island for
a long time, as had the Romans themselves for grain, at least according
to the later historians; Hieron II was their close supporter from  bc
onwards; M. Claudius Marcellus (cos.  bc) dedicated spoils to Athena
Lindia on Rhodes not long after Hieron himself had done so (Plu. Marc.
.–, cf. .); the paintings of Agathocles à la Alexander the Great
at Syracuse are described by Cicero (with obvious tendentiousness) as
the most famous things in Syracuse—until Verres stole them (Cic. Ver.
.–); both Philistus and Timaeus were still being read by Cicero
over two centuries later.89 The Roman claim to liberate Syracuse in  bc
was likewise hardly an invention—there had been attempts to liberate
Syracuse from tyrants since at least the s bc, and the transformation
and inversion of claims made by tyrants to liberate Syracuse and Sicily
into claims to liberate Sicily from the tyrants themselves had been witnessed in Sicily as recently as Pyrrhus, who was accused of becoming a
tyrant rather than a liberator.90 Barely a decade later, according to Livy
and Polybius, and before the Romans had yet proclaimed the freedom of
the Greeks in the mainland, Greeks were in turn decrying the tyranny of

89

Campanians, Tagliamonte ; early Roman interest see esp. Gallo ; Corsaro
 and Torelli  for two specific examples of Italians in Sicily in the mid-third
century bc. Philistus in Cicero: Cic. Q.fr. .., de Orat. ., Brut. ; Timaeus: Cic.
Fam. .., , de Orat. , Brut. , , Att. .., Rep. ., Leg. ., N.D. .; also
Duris of Samos (who wrote an Agathoclea), Att. ... On Timaeus’ reception by Cicero,
Taiphikos .
90 Liv. .. (ut Syracusas oppressas ab Carthaginiensibus in libertatem eximerent—
the cynical report of a Macedonian speaker); cf. Liv. .. for pro-Roman Syracusans
presenting Rome’s siege as being to free Syracuse from cruel tyrants (repeated by a
Roman speaker at Liv. ..). On themes of liberty in Livy’s presentation of the siege
of Syracuse, Jaeger , cf. Gabba . On Pyrrhus as tyrant, Plu. Pyrrh. , D.H. .
(contrast Plb. ..).
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the Romans in Sicily and southern Italy.91 The painting of the external foe
as the barbarian is no less deep-rooted in the western tradition than in the
East. The speed of the Roman adoption of this discourse in the East, most
obviously in the conflicts with Philip V and Antiochus the Great in the
s bc, likewise becomes far more comprehensible if we allow a greater
importance in the process to the less visible and more fragmentary, but
clearly no less complex discourse in the western Greek tradition.92 Seen
in this light, elements usually overlooked, such as the Roman claim to
have liberated the Greeks from the piratical Illyrians, as announced to
various Greek communities and at the Isthmian games in  bc, are in
no way surprising or unexpected (Plb. ..–). The strongly negative
Roman portrayal of the Carthaginians likewise had deep foundations.
It is surely naïve to think that the Romans were not fully engaged in
this language of liberation, whether from tyrant or barbarian, already in
the third century—the language had a long and rich history of use in
the West, principally, but certainly not solely, between the Carthaginians
and the Syracusan tyrants. As the Greeks were to discover, there was little
reason to credit the Romans with any greater sincerity than the Sicilian
tyrants whom they emulated:
They say that Publius Scipio, who was the first to bring Carthage to her
knees, when some one asked him whom he thought the greatest statesmen
combining courage and wisdom, replied “Agathocles and Dionysius the
Sicilians.”
(Plb. ..)
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